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Furniture Hardware of Cabinet pulls and knobs

DAYJIUH Industrial has steadily grown and maintained its edge in the international markets despite
growing competitive pressures.

Sept. 17, 2008 - PRLog -- 2007 is another busy year for DAYJIUH Industrial Co., LTD. In order to pursue
superior productivity, DAYJIUH plan to shift its Cabinet Pulls and Knobs Factory to Vietnam and upgrade
their equipments to Computerized Numerically Controlled (CNC) System. The company will also attend
many exhibitions this year. In the first half year, DAYJIUH is going to Cologne International Hardware
Fair (2007/03/04~2007/03/06) and Las Vegas National Hardware Show (2007/05/07~2007/05/10). 

DAYJIUH's Cabinet pulls and knobs integrate with excellent quality and artistic design, such as Antique
English designs and a choice of colors. “As long as customers provide us a blueprint, we can turn their
ideas into reality” Jack said. “We have ability to produce more than 6 millions cabinet pulls & knobs every
month. Our Cabinet pulls and knobs sell to global markets; however, European and American are main
markets.” All items from this series passed the Salt Spray Test which is qualified to furniture parts durable
test.

Furniture hardware is always an important element while designing furniture. These interior hardware
increase functions and conveniences of furniture also give furniture long-lasting life. Taiwanese furniture
hardware manufacture DAYJIUH was found in 1994, which fastens on to high end furniture hardware
market and will continue to grow. There are many international well-know furniture corporations purchase
furniture parts from DAYJIUH, such as SAKURA, UNION, HAFELE and IKEA. Synthesizing more than a
decade experience and a strong spirit of innovation, DAYJIUH is enabled to provide excellent quality,
competitive prices and on time delivery to the international interior hardware markets. 

With thirteen years experience in the furniture hardware industry, DAYJIUH provides a full range of
furniture parts. In term of production value, the biggest segments for the company, in descending order,
Furniture Hinge, Furniture Slides & Drawer Slides, Cabinet Pulls & Knobs and Sofa & Cabinet Legs are its
top major products. DAYJIUH expanded its manufacture lines into Guangdong China since 2004. It is now
running furniture hinge series and furniture slide series two factories, together with more than a thousand
employees in mainland China. This expanded facilitate DAYJIUH to affiliate design and produce high
volume and labor intensive products. 
“Our management team includes an experienced engineering department, which offers DAYJIUH
flexibility to design and develop products that meet customers' specific needs and fast growing market” said
General Manager Jack Lin. 

Furniture Hinge is just like our joints, it relates to furniture's movement and flexibility. With it's specially
design and more than 50,000 SGS Life Test, DAYJIUH produce 8 million various furniture hinges per
month. 

The company's second top main product is Furniture Slide Series. With a fast growing technology in the
furniture industry, the application of slides is now reach to a wide range furniture industry. For example,
furniture slides, drawer slides, cupboard, TV set….and more. All slides passed more than 80,000 SGS Life
Test and with 1.2 million monthly productions.

DAYJIUH is once again meeting customer's needs by providing high performance and a variety of
materials Sofa and Cabinet Legs, which are tips to make life a little easier. With it's continuously research
for fashion tendencies and development updating products, the company is now deep going to European,
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American and Japanese furniture hardware and parts markets.

For DAYJIUH, search for excellent quality, competitive prices and on time delivery are only major
concerns. “Quality Control is only way to remain unshakable and become even firmer as time goes by” said
Jack. “We believe that only best quality makes customers happy and willing to have long business
relationships.” The company has set up a Quality Inspections Department in order to make sure all
productions are under the standard quality control. 

Although prices of hardware raw materials continually increasing, DAYJIUH is trying its best to offer
customers a competitive price. “We have set up a purchase term to make sure the best control of costs and
offer a better product prices to customers” Jack said. 

The company can offer full rang of furniture hardware and parts with OEM and ODM applications. As a
veteran of furniture hardware manufacture, DAYJIUH is proud of themselves by on time delivery. 
http://www.allproducts.com/household/snf-1/

# # #

Dayjiuh was founded in 1994, which is a reputable company in manufacturing various hardware. Our main
products include furniture hardware and its accessories, made of zinc alloy, copper, iron, aluminum, plastic,
etc...We consistently strives to do the best in the development and sales of high quality, high technology
and reliable products for customers.
Dayjiuh will contribute all our effort to expand our business in every area. In the light of offering the best
of our service, we devoted ourselves in business with faith. patience and determination. We stick to the
principles of efficiency and effectiveness. Not only do we satisfy needs of our clients, but to explore the
new horizon with them in the future.

--- End ---
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